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With our recent announcement of additional Veloce® Apps, Mentor has solidified a 

fundamental change in how emulation — and verification more broadly — is done. 

We have entered a new era of emulation, one that emphasizes productivity and, more 

importantly, helps verification teams reduce verification risk.

It also moves emulation out of the shadows of a specialized field and ushers it into 

mainstream use. Emulation becomes accessible to all types of verification engineers 

without them having to become experts in the nuances of emulation. This means that 

emulation can be used to solve problems that were previously tough to solve, and 

many verification tasks can be completed more quickly and more thoroughly.

This development represents the fourth era in the evolution of emulation. As with 

prior eras, this makes possible new scenarios that address an increasing number of 

vertical markets. 

The Four Eras

In the first era, emulators were used to perform in-circuit emulation (ICE). The purpose 

was to test a design against real-world stimulus using physical peripherals. For 

example, by plugging in an Ethernet cable the design could be tested against live 

network traffic.

ICE verification involved moving parts of the design under test into hardware on the 

emulator. Naturally, those parts could be clocked at a far higher rate than the effective 

clock rate of simulation. This indeed gave rise to the second emulation era: using the 

emulator for accelerating verification.

A host computer running the simulator was connected to the emulator, and critical 

portions of the verification were offloaded by the host to the emulator. Portions of the 

testbench were also synthesized and moved into the emulator to remove a traffic 

bottleneck, while maintaining frequent communication between the host and emulator.
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Figure 1. The four eras of emulation (Wally Rhines keynote, DVCon 2016).
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As emulator capacity increased, entire system-on-chip (SoC) designs could be verified, making emulation attractive to a wider range 

of engineers. Emulator usage, however, was inefficient because the emulator configuration resided in engineering labs for use only 

by the verification team at that physical location.

This brought about the third era: virtualization, which Mentor pioneered almost 10 years ago. Emulators were moved to centralized 

data centers, and peripherals were virtualized via the Veloce VirtuaLAB environment. Verification engineers could access an emulator 

from his or her desktop or even from remote locations thousands of miles away from the emulator. This meant that emulators had to 

be physically configured in a way that fit standard rack-aisle requirements. Power also became more critical to reduce energy and 

cooling costs and to ensure power and cooling compatibility with modern data centers.

The sheer horsepower and flexibility of emulation has led to the fourth era: the application era. In the application era, the emulator 

becomes the “verification hub” by addressing the entire end-to-end verification needs of today’s complex designs.

The Applications Era

Applications extend the use of emulators beyond just RTL verification. By capturing a specific configuration and an application-

specific visualization of the results, emulators can tackle tasks that were inefficient or unachievable before. 

One of the first applications on the Veloce emulation platform was the Veloce Power App. This application has been eagerly 

accepted by the verification community, including winning an industry award. 

On the heels of this success, Mentor has launched three new applications: DFT, Deterministic ICE, and FastPath.

The Veloce DFT App lets test engineers verify the design-for-test (DFT) circuitry and DFT patterns in a complex SoC. This circuitry is 

synthesized and inserted at the gate level. Although it is automatically generated, it must still be verified to ensure that there are no 

isolated scan chain or vector errors.

This has traditionally been done on a simulator, but it took so long that it was done in parallel with tape-out in the hopes that it 

would verify correctly. By accelerating this verification on the emulator, the task can be completed thousands of times faster — fast 

enough that it can be done before tape-out, ensuring that any errors can be fixed prior to the creation of masks.

The Veloce Deterministic ICE App addresses one of the main challenges of ICE-based emulation, which is the non-deterministic 

nature of the traffic. If a particular traffic pattern stimulated a fault, it is extremely difficult to go back and root cause the problem 

because the traffic is not repeatable.

The Veloce Deterministic ICE App works 

by generating a replay data base from 

the initial ICE run. If a bug is detected, 

then, instead of trying to repeat that 

traffic pattern on the original ICE setup, 

the verification team can use the replay 

database to re-run the test in the exact 

fashion that caused the problem. A bug 

fix can be confirmed by re-running that 

same sequence. This dramatically 

shortens the time required to find and 

fix bugs.

Finally, the Veloce FastPath App 

accelerates standard logic verification by 

exercising a faster, optimized design 

emulation model. 
Figure 2. DFT circuitry can now be verified prior to tape out.
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Verification engineers can now complete targeted test sequences more quickly. Runtimes can be cut in half, and the risk of an 

unexpectedly long verification run is dramatically reduced.

Emulation in the Mainstream

These applications, and the many that will follow them, bring focused functionality both to emulation specialists and to the 

mainstream verification engineer. They shorten the verification cycles while simultaneously allowing more thorough circuit check-

out with less schedule risk. Emulation applications from Mentor will become an increasingly important tool for ensuring that only 

high-quality circuits are released to production.

Figure 3. Deterministic ICE App makes an ICE-based configuration repeatable for debug.


